Updated Fact Sheet: Everything You Need To Know About the $50 Billion Threshold
Section 165 of the Dodd-Frank Act requires the Federal Reserve (Fed) to establish regulatory standards for bank
holding companies with assets greater than $50 billion that are more stringent than those that apply to bank holding
companies with fewer assets, which do not pose similar risks to the financial stability of the United States.
Right now, that requirement affects only 36 of the approximately 6,500 banks in the United States. 1 In other words,
the $50 billion threshold excludes more than 99% of all banks in the United States from enhanced review by the Fed.

Size of Institution

Number of Institutions

$2 Trillion and Over

2

$1 Trillion and $2 Trillion

2

$500 Billion to $1 Trillion

2

$400 Billion to $500 Billion

1

$300 Billion to $400 Billion

3

$200 Billion to $300 Billion

4

$100 Billion to $200 Billion

13

$50 Billion and $100 Billion 9
$10 Billion and $50 Billion

72

$1 Billion and $10 Billion

Approximately 580

$1 Billion and Below

Approximately 5830

Source: FDIC and Federal Financial Institution Examination Council as of June 30, 2016

Although it is only applicable to 36 banks, there has been a lot of attention to changing the $50 billion threshold by
either increasing it or removing it altogether. However, most of that has not been based on the facts or the statutory
and regulatory language, which show that the Fed has discretion on all the standards and has exercised that discretion
to tailor those standards on a sliding scale of risk.
The first fact to remember is that the $50 billion threshold is merely the beginning of the analysis of what the Fed might
-- or might not -- require upon a closer look at an institution above the threshold. Those requirements are based on
size, complexity, activities and other factors that lead to varying risk profiles for banks above $50 billion. As such, the
Fed does not treat all banks above the threshold the same way. Indeed, the statute provides the Fed with a significant
amount of discretion to tailor the enhanced standards that it applies. Therefore, to evaluate proposals to change the
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threshold it is necessary to understand what happens today when a U.S. bank holding company has $50 billion or more
in assets. The answer lies in the text of the Dodd-Frank Act and in the regulation implementing the law.
The starting point for an analysis of the $50 billion threshold is Section 165 of the Dodd-Frank Act. In particular, Section
165(a) of the Dodd-Frank Act requires the Fed to establish “enhanced supervision and prudential standards” for bank
holding companies with more than $50 billion assets that are both (1) stronger than the standards applicable to smaller
institutions and (2) increase in strength based on an evaluation of each bank holding company’s unique riskiness.
The statute requires the Fed to apply certain standards and also provides the Fed with full discretion in applying other
enhanced standards. Most importantly, the law grants the Fed broad discretion to tailor any standards that it applies
under Section 165(a):
Standards the Fed MUST Apply, but MAY Tailor As Part of Enhanced Supervision:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Risk-based Capital Requirements and Leverage Limits;
Liquidity Requirements;
Overall Risk Management Requirements including the Formation of a Risk Committee;
Resolution Plan and Credit Exposure Report Requirements;
Concentration Limits; and
Annual Stress Tests.

Standards the Fed MAY Apply and MAY Tailor As Part of Enhanced Supervision:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Contingent Capital Requirements;
Enhanced Public Disclosures;
Limitations on Short-term Debt; and
Such Other Prudential Standards as the Board Determines are Appropriate.

The law also gives the Fed discretion to establish, on its own, a threshold higher than $50 billion for the application of
certain enhanced standards:
Standards From Which the Fed may Exempt Entirely Certain Banks Above $50 Billion:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Contingent Capital Requirements;
Resolution Plan and Credit Exposure Report Requirements;
Concentration Limits;
Enhanced Public Disclosures; and
Limitations on Short-term Debt.

As is clear, the statute gives an immense amount of flexibility and discretion to the Fed. Indeed, even as to the
standards that the Fed must apply, the law gives the Fed discretion as to how and how much to apply each standard.
The next point of analysis is the implementation of the law by the Fed. Through a series of rulemakings, the Fed has
further explained how it will apply such enhanced standards. In general, the standards increase as the bank holding
company’s total consolidated assets and risk profile increase. These standards do not apply to nonbank financial
companies designated by FSOC (which are subject to other standards).
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The sections below describe how the Fed has implemented these standards.2
Risk-based Capital Requirements and Leverage Limits: Under rules implementing the Basel 3 capital standards, banks
with total consolidated assets between $50 billion and $250 billion are subject to enhanced capital and leverage
standards under the “standardized approach.” Banks with total consolidated assets in excess of $250 billion are subject
to the “advanced approach,” which imposes a more stringent standard that the “standardized approach.” Additionally,
under the “advanced approach” banks with total consolidated assets in excess of $700 billion and those subject to the
Large Institution Supervision Coordination Committee are subject to additional capital and leverage surcharges.
The chart below describes the Fed’s tailored approach to common tier 1 equity capital requirements.

Common Tier 1 Equity Capital

1% - 4.5%

≤2.5%

≤2.5%

≤2.5%

≤2.5%

≤2.5%

≤2.5%

≤2.5%

≥4.5%

≥4.5%

≥4.5%

≥4.5%

$50 - $250 BILLION

$250 - $700 BILLION

$700+ BILLION

LISCC PORTFOLIO FIRMS

Prompt Corrective Action

Conservation Buffer

Countercyclical Buffer

Proposed Surcharge

Liquidity Requirements: Banks with total consolidated assets between $50 and $250 billion are subject to a less
stringent review by the Fed than banking organizations with total consolidated assets in excess of $250 billion.
Overall Risk Management Requirements including the Formation of a Risk Committee: Under the statute, institutions
with more than $10 billion in assets are required to establish a risk committee. For banks with total consolidated assets
greater than $50 billion, regulations require the committee to be independent and report directly to the board of
directors.
2

Federal Reserve Board, Enhanced Prudential Standards for Bank Holding Companies and Foreign Banking Organizations, 79 Fed.
Reg. 17240 (Mar. 27, 2014); Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test 2015: Supervisory Stress Test Methodology and Results at 15 (March
2015); Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, et al., Liquidity Coverage Ratio: Liquidity Risk Measurement Standards, 79 Fed.
Reg. 61440 (Oct. 10, 2014); Federal Reserve Board, Risk-Based Capital Guidelines: Implementation of Capital Requirements for
Global Systemically Important Bank Holding Companies, 79 Fed. Reg. 75473 (Dec. 18, 2014).
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Resolution Plan and Credit Exposure Report Requirements: U.S. financial institutions engaged primarily in banking
activities with less than $100 billion in non-depository institution assets may submit a tailored proposal under the “Less
Detailed Resolution Plan Alternative.”
Concentration Limits: The statute limits the ability of any company subject to enhanced prudential standards from
having credit exposure to any unaffiliated company that exceeds 25 percent of the bank’s capital. Each bank, through
its risk management process, is required to adhere to this limitation, although the Fed has the discretion to exempt an
institution entirely if it deems it appropriate.
Annual Stress Tests: While the statute applies the annual stress test requirement to all banks with assets in excess of
$10 billion, regulators have provided less stringent requirements for banks with assets between $50 and $250 billion,
and lesser still requirements for banks with assets between $10 and $50 billion.3 Banks under $10 billion are exempt.
Contingent Capital Requirements: The rule requires banks to have a contingency funding plan, which must have at
least a quantitative assessment and an event-management process. The Fed does not itself say what should be in the
plan.
Enhanced Public Disclosures: Enhanced disclosure in a number of areas is required, and such disclosure is not tailored
by bank size.
Limitations on Short-term Debt: Regulations for this section are not yet written.
The chart below details which key elements of the Fed’s enhanced prudential regulations apply to banks of different
asset size:
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For example, on September 26, 2016 Fed Governor Tarullo announced the “elimination of the qualitative portion of CCAR
for nearly all the firms with less than $250 billion in assets, along with some record keeping and reporting requirements.”
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Tailored Key Elements of Enhanced Prudential Regulation
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A number of other sections of the Dodd-Frank Act – unrelated to prudential standards that may or may not apply
under Section 165 discussed above -- impose certain requirements on bank holding companies in excess of $50
billion. However, in only two circumstances do regulators lack flexibility to tailor those requirements:
Provisions that Apply to Companies with Assets in Excess of $50 Billion:



Section 163, which limits bank’s ability to acquires ownership or control of any other bank without notifying
the Fed; and
Sections 723 and 763, which prevent banks in excess of $50 billion from receiving an exemption as an enduser from the requirement that swaps be cleared.

Other provisions of the Act provide the regulators with the ability to tailor requirements imposed on institutions with
assets in excess of $50 billion:
Provisions that may be Tailored to Apply to Companies with Assets in Excess of $50 Billion:







Section 144, which allows the Treasury to impose assessments and fees on these banks to fund the Office of
Financial Research (“OFR”);
Section 318, which allows the Fed to collect assessments and fees necessary to conduct enhanced
supervision;
Section 116, which allows the Office of Financial Research to require reports from companies to inform the
work of the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC)
Section 121, which allows the Fed, if it determines that a company poses a “grave threat to the financial
stability of the United States,” and has the determination upheld by a 2/3 affirmative vote of FSOC to: limit
the ability of the company to merge with, acquire, consolidate with, or otherwise become affiliated with
another company, restrict the ability of the company to offer a financial product or products, require the
company to terminate one or more activities, impose conditions on the manner in which the company
conducts 1 or more activities, or require the company to sell or otherwise transfer assets; and
Section 765, which requires the SEC to limit conflicts of interest in control of swap execution facilities or
swaps clearing agencies.

In summary, the Fed, in conjunction with the other banking regulators, has used its discretion under the Dodd-Frank
Act to tailor enhanced prudential standards so that a $50 billion bank is not treated the same as a $250 billion bank or
a $2 trillion bank.
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